SMART RENTA L FOR
CRA FTY BREW ERS
Interested in a Centrifuge Clarification
System to boost the output, productivity
and yield of your Brewery Operation ?

CENTRIFUGE SKIDS
AND PUMPS
is par tner ing w ith

With CentriTech you can rent the right
centrifuge system on an easy and simple
arrangement without wasting one thought
on big Investment or CAPEX expenditure.

CentriTech is specialised on process
solutions with Centrifuges and Separators
and draws from over 20 years experience
from its founding members.
Our Centrifuge Skids can be equipped with
all the pumps, instrumentation and controls
needed to tailor each individual solution.

To provide the Australian Craft
Breweries with a high qual it y
and af f ordabl e solution to
access, use and benefit from
centrifuge technology without
the headache of financial and
A large volume of perfectly brewed beer is
lost in the process when cellaring-off dry
hop solids, surplus yeast and trub. It's all
money going down the drain.
But with a CentriTech centrifuge skid
systems you can exploit it to the maximum
and sell more beer. We have the right
solution ready for brewers small and large!

technical RISK.

- 5 to 10% more beer from the same
amount of raw ingredients

Woodend, VIC
phone 0408 836 697
info@centritech.com.au

www.centritech.com.au

- Same amounts of beer brewed with
significantly reduced energy and hours
- Multi-purpose applications in the brewing
process
With a centrifuge you can shorten that time
by about 1/3. No matter the size of your
brewery, there?s no limit to your flexibility
and speed in brewing and marketing your
beers.

Did you know fermentation tank bottoms
containe up to 80% perfectly brewer beer?
And even more can be recovered from
uncllarified hot turb. Why throw it away
when you can sell it instead?
With a plug & play Centrifuge Skid RENTAL

Greater Yield from the same Resources
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Benefit

- Custmised Skid Solutions
and Processing Capacities

CentriTech can also save you money on the
maintenance and spare parts of your current
GEA Westfalia Separator and Alfa Laval

- No need to raise Funds or CAPEX
- No loss of equipment value

Separators and Centrifuges:
- Costs are known in advance

- Full Recipe and Batch Control
- Save 30-50% on your maintenance

- RENTAL reduces your tax liabilities

- Turbidity and Oxygen Control
expenditure with CentriTech on-site
maintenance service and off-site repairs
- FINAL BEER clarification

- Save 30-50% on your spare parts

- RENTAL is directly tax deductable

The equipment RENTAL also includes:

- Clarification of HOT WORT

expenditure with CentriTech supplied

- delivery to site

- GREEN Beer clarification

spare parts

- all scheduled maintenance

- Beer recovery from TANK BOTTOMS

- commissioning and training service
- consultancy

